Abstract -The current work presents a novel approach to analysing traditional U-shaped MEMS hot-arm actuators via the use of dimensional analysis. Two dimensionless groups, a thermo-electro parameter and a geometric parameter, are proposed in order to describe actuator behaviour, and the interpretation of each is discussed. Deflection data for six different actuators collected from five different studies are correlated using the dimensionless groups, resulting in a semi-empirical relationship that offers good predictability. In general, actuator deflection shows a strong linear dependence on the thermo-electro parameter, with large values of the geometric parameter resulting in smaller deflections.
Introduction
Hot-arm actuators are among the most popular micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) devices. Also known as Comtois actuators or simply heatuators, hot-arm actuators operate at lower voltages than electrostatic actuators, and often exhibit better force-displacement characteristics as well. The principle of operation is that of thermal expansion via Joule heating, which induces a mechanical stress in the device. This stress in turn bends the MEMS structure, and thus produces the actuation [1] . Actuation of optical devices is a common application of hot-arm actuators, as is their use in micromotors [2] - [3] .
The operating principle of hot-arm actuation is depicted in Fig. 1 . A voltage applied to the contact pads creates an electric current flowing through the hot arm, cold arm, and flexure, respectively. The long thin hot-arm has a much higher electrical resistance than the thicker cold arm, resulting in a large temperature difference between the two during operation. Owing to its larger thermal expansion, a compressive stress is induced in the hot-arm, which bends the entire structure downward, effecting actuation [4] . Total lengths of such devices range from 180 μm to 1.5 mm. 
Previous Work
Many researchers have investigated hot-arm actuation, producing models that vary widely in approach and complexity ( [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] ). One of the most significant obstacles in such modelling is that the thermal, electrical, and mechanical domains are coupled with one another. As such, the use of finite element analysis (FEA) software packages is common ( [10] and [15] ), as are highly detailed analytical models, which generally solve for spatial distributions of temperature and stress en route to calculating tip deflection ([8] - [9] ). The advantages of these approaches include their high predictive accuracy as well as the amount of detailed information that can be gathered from their use. However, the inherent complexity and large computational requirements of these modelling schemes may not serve as the best tools to give the researcher a high level, "big picture" understanding of the fundamental physics governing hot-arm actuator behaviour. In one attempt to address this issue, Adams [16] performed a dimensional analysis on the simplified hot-arm actuator shown in Figure 2 . [16] . The flexure has been removed in order to reduce the geometric complexity.
In [16] Adams derived two main dimensionless pi groups governing the behaviour of hot-arm actuation, the Biot number (Bi) and a new pi group dubbed the thermo-electro parameter, Po, where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient between the actuator and the surroundings, k is the thermal conductivity of the actuator, α is the thermal expansion coefficient, V is the applied voltage, and ρ is electrical resistivity. This thermoelectro parameter contains variables related to the Joule heating of the device, the surroundings' ability to dissipate that heat, and the tendency of the material to expand with increased temperature. It may be interpreted as a relative measure of the overall thermal strain of the actuator. Furthermore, the deflection in hot-arm actuation is directly proportional to the thermoelectro parameter, an observation that is consistent with many previous studies in which deflection is proportional to electrical power dissipation and the coefficient of thermal expansion [1, 2, 4, 8] . Also shown in [16] was that the Biot numbers encountered in hot-arm actuation are consistently on the order of, or less than, 0.1. This is true even when Bi is based on length of the actuator L instead of thickness w. This calls into question the need for detailed knowledge of temperature distribution in modelling hot-arm actuators, at least as far as predicting deflection is concerned. Lastly, it was shown that there is no way to account for the dimensions of Young's modulus, E, in creating the dimensionless pi groups. The suspicions voiced in [4] and [11] that hot-arm deflection is insensitive to Young's modulus were thus proven.
Left out of the analysis of [16] , however, was the role of the additional dimensionless pi terms that result from the physical lengths shown in Fig. 2 . This is in addition to modelling the actuator as having no flexure. Clearly, the geometry of the hot-arm actuator plays a major role in its operation, and is therefore worthy of closer study.
Dimensional Analysis
The goal of the present work is to elaborate on the work of [16] by including the effect of geometry via additional dimensionless group(s). Specifically, we seek to correlate existing data in order to better understand the effect of geometry on hot-arm actuation, and to produce a dimensionless correlation that predicts deflection for any hot-arm actuator, regardless of its dimensions and material construction. Figure 3 gives a schematic diagram of a traditional, U-shaped hot-arm actuator, along with the notation used for the various dimensions. The tip deflection of the actuator (see Fig. 1 ) is a function of the dimensions shown in Fig. 3 along with the other physical parameters already discussed:
Dimensionless Groups
(3) The total number of variables in the relation given in Eq. (3) is s = 16, requiring r = 5 reference dimensions (length, energy, charge, time, and temperature). The Buckingham Pi theorem allows the functional form of Eq. (3) to be reduced to a relationship among n = s -r = 11 dimensionless pi groups. The derivation of the pi terms parallels that in [16] and is not reproduced here. The result is
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where /w is the dimensionless tip deflection; Bi and Po are the Biot number and thermo-electro parameter as given by Eqs.
(1) and (2), respectively; and Πn represents eight dimensionless groups each having the form Lx/w, Lx being one of the eight lengths shown in Fig. 3 excluding the actuator thickness, w.
Seeking a functional dependence of actuator deflection on each of eight different dimensionless lengths is not practical, nor is it liable to be fruitful. It is more likely that the deflection's dependence on geometry is described by a smaller number of pi groups formed by some combination of the various lengths given in Fig. 3 . Furthermore, [16] suggests that the actuator deflection dependence on Bi is negligible. For simplicity, a correlation having the following form is therefore sought:
where Go is a geometric dimensionless group formed from a yet to be determined combination of the lengths shown in Fig.  3 .
In seeking a candidate for Go, we first refer to Adams and Layton [4] , in which an elementary, lumped-element model for the simplified hot-arm actuator shown in Fig. 2 is presented. The model produces a single, closed form equation predicting hot-arm deflection as a function of applied voltage. Created as a pedagogical tool, the model incorporates many simplifications-most notably the absence of a flexure-that severely limit its predictive accuracy. Germane to the current work, however, is the dependence of the deflection on the combination of dimensions given by DAhw/Ic, where Ah is the cross sectional area of the hot arm and Ic is the second moment of area of the cold arm.
One possibility for Go would be to replace Ic with a more appropriate quantity representing the average second moment of inertia for an entire traditional hot-arm actuator including a flexure. Seng et al [15] employ such scheme in calculating a linearly weighted height of the actuator. For the actuator shown in Fig. 3 , this is
The average height is then used to approximate the second moment of inertia as Iavg = wHavg 3 /12. As an alternative, the present work calculates a linearly weighted average of the second moment of area itself, 
where each moment of area is calculated for the appropriate section of the actuator, and then corrected to be about the axis halfway between the bottom of the hot-arm and the top of the cold-arm/flexure. Using this average second moment of area, the geometric parameter becomes
The gap distance between the hot and cold arms, D, arises in Eq. (8) from approximating the internal bending moment produced in the actuator upon heating. In general, the compressive stress in the hot arm produces greater moments for larger values of gap distance, D. The denominator of Eq. (8) represents the stiffness of the actuator as a whole. Thus, Go represents the ratio of the induced bending moment to the actuator's resistance to that bending; in short, a measure of the geometric "bendability" of the actuator.
Reduced Data and Discussion
Data for actuator deflections were reduced for six data sets retrieved from five different studies ( [5] , [8] , and [12] [13] [14] ) using the assumed functional form of Eq. (5) and the dimensionless groups Po and Go. Data were taken and/or calculated from the references themselves.
HTFF 148-5 Figure 4 shows the dimensionless actuator deflection as a function of the thermo-electro parameter, Po. Also shown are least-squares linear fits of the data. For all six sets of data the correlation coefficient is greater than 0.98, showing a highly linear dependence between deflection and Po. This linear behaviour agrees with numerous previous investigations that have shown a direct dependence of deflection on electrical power dissipation. HTFF 148-6
At first inspection the decreasing deflections realized at higher values of Go in Fig. 5 may seem counterintuitive. Higher values of Iavg represent stiffer structures, which should be more difficult to bend. As a larger Iavg results in a lower value of Go, one might expect less bending at small Go, and therefore smaller deflections as well. However, a distinction should be made between tip deflection and the bending of the entire actuator. In fact, it is the rigid body like behaviour of the cold arm-whose second moment of area dominates the value of Iavg-that most likely accounts for the larger deflections of actuators with small values of Go. Figure 6 illustrates this idea. [5] , [8] , and [12] [13] [14] to those predicted by Eq. (9) . Predictions consistently fall within 10% of the actual measured values. 
Conclusion
The effect of dimensionless parameters on the deflection of MEMS hot-arm actuators has been studied. Deflections from six sets of data, collected from five different studies in the literature, are well correlated via two dimensionless groups, a thermo-electro parameter and a geometric parameter. Actuator deflection shows a strong linear dependence on the thermoelectro parameter, which is a rough measure of the overall thermal strain of the actuator. This linear dependence is consistent with several previous studies. Larger values of the geometric parameter, which represents the bendability of the actuator, result in smaller tip deflections. The semi-empirical relationship developed in the current study is well suited to aiding in the design and analysis of MEMS hot-arm actuators.
